
School Site Council (SSC) & Site Governance Team (SGT)

Meeting Minutes
Thursday, December 2, 2021

SITE GOVERNANCE TEAM (SGT)

Item Understanding Presenter

Call to Order Jeff Luna, Principal

Meeting called to order at 7:18am

In Attendance:

Jeff Luna

Victor Totoris

Deb Duncan

Robin Dominguez

Claire Roberts

Rich Gray

Neha Bahadur

Tom Wiczynski

Mehrak Selby

Review and Approval of SGT Minutes Jeff Luna, Principal

Neha motioned to approve the November 4, 2021 meeting minutes as written.  Victor 2nd the motion.

No abstain. Unanimous vote.

Motion carried.

Family Engagement Department Jeff Luna, Principal

Parent support and resources were shared

Decision Making Tom Wiczynski, Parent

Tom:  Changes to student handbook.  Would like to footnote changes that are being made, including the research that

went into making decisions.  Specifically, the dress code for girls has changed in the student handbook.  Survey was done

with families, including 5th grade students who would be coming into Muirlands.  Survey was done with the previous

Principal.

How can we make the SGT a more deliberative body?  What format might allow that to happen?  Goal is to get a more

“seat of the pants” feel and be more involved in major decisions.  How to make best use of the members to make our school

better.  Rich asked if Tom is more concerned about current issues such as dress code, bullying, fundraising, or other...or if

the concern is just the day to day goings on.  Tom replied that it’s more the day to day goings on.  Jeff does share information

through Sunday Notes but does not always give specifics.  Example:  one Tik Tok challenge was to slap a teacher.  Jeff did

not want to broadcast that and make it a problem when it has not so far been one.  Another Tik Tok challenge, damaging

chairs with mask straps, has been happening on campus.

Jeff shared that there was not a lot of decision making happening during the online learning.  During the roundtable

portion of the meeting - please share concerns and we will put it on the agenda for future meetings.
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Google Classroom - look at streamlining  - Clarification from 11.4.21 Meeting SGT Discussion

Calendars/planners for parents - discussion and clarification from comment at last month’s meeting.  Mehrak mentioned

that all teachers use Google Classroom and all homework is posted there.  Rich mentioned that even though all teachers are

using Google Classroom, teachers set up their Google Classrooms differently so it might be difficult for parents to navigate

the different formats. Neha mentioned that the Google Classrooms are confusing.  Everything is posted together so it’s hard

to tell what is classwork and what is homework - as a parent, it is hard to know what the student should be doing at home

and what parents should be focusing on.  Tom reiterated Neha’s comment.  Neha said that it was easier as a parent when

everything was in the student's planner.  Students do not seem to be using the planners in the same way that they used to..

Jeff will pose the concern to ILT and through departments, Google Classrooms can be made more consistent.  Mehrak asked

the parents what is helpful when looking at the different Google Classrooms so that that information can be shared with the

departments.  Tom mentioned separating assignments and labeling them as classwork and homework with due dates.  In

PowerSchool, parents will catch assignments that are missed.

Google Classroom Homework assignments and student progress will be added to the agenda for the next ILT meeting to try

and make the Google Classrooms more parent friendly.

Review & Election of Chair, Vice-chair, and Secretary SGT

Open up discussion regarding Chair, Vice Chair and Secretary positions.  Jeff is currently acting as Chair. Will  continue

to ask at each meeting.  Please come forward if you would like to take on any of these positions.

Chair
• Prepare the agenda in collaboration with the Principal and/or agenda committee
• Plan and preside over meetings
• Ensure that the Governance Team abides by the bylaws, district guidelines, and observes

ground roles at all times
• Notify team members and other interested parties of meetings
• Solicits input from all team members at meetings to ensure balanced representation.
• Responsible for keeping the team focused on agenda items and ensures that all team

members and guests respect/observe the team ground rules.
Vice Chair

The SGT shall have a vice-chairperson to preside over the meetings and be responsible for the
general conduct of the proceedings using rules of parliamentary procedure, when the regular
chair is unable to carry out those duties.

Secretary
The secretary shall be selected at the first meeting of the new school year. The secretary is
responsible for taking and distributing the Governance Team minutes at both regularly
scheduled and special meetings.
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Member current term of office SGT

TENURE POSITION NAME SGT OFFICE

N/A Principal Jeff Luna Principal

2020-22 Teacher Rich Gray

2020-22 Teacher Victor Totoris

2021-23 Teacher Steve Peters

2021-23 Counselor Robin Dominguez

2021-23 Teacher Mehrak Selby

2021-23 Classified Deb Duncan

2019-21 Parent Tom Wiczynski

2021-23 Parent Michelle Grandin

2021-23 Parent Claire Roberts

2021-23 Parent Neha Bahadur

Purpose, Authority, and Decision Making Process of SGT SSC and SGT Jeff Luna, Principal

Public Comment(s)

Tom asked if we would be impacted with the vaccine mandate with students come January.  It is for students 16+ so it would

not impact us.  There was also a stop to the mandate for students due to a lawsuit.  We could be impacted by unvaccinated

staff members.  Parents inquiring about what the plan is for students who will not get vaccinated.  The virtual academy is full

and there is currently a wait list for any families interested in this option.

Future Agenda Items SGT

Update on options for families with unvaccinated students

Meeting adjourned at 7:57am
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